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policy $\pi=\{\mu 0, \mu_{1}, \ldots\}$ , $\mu_{k}(i)\in U(i)$ ($finite$ set)
, $i_{k}$ Markov chain
.
$P(i_{k+1}=j|i_{k}=i)=p_{1i}(\mu_{k}(i))$ .




$\infty st\alpha g(i, u,j)$ . $0<\alpha\leq 1$






. $\alpha^{N}G(i_{N})$ state $i_{N}$















(1i) impmper palicy $\mu$ , $J^{\mu}(i)$
$i$ .
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$(TJ)(i):= \min_{u\in U(:)}\sum_{j=0}^{n}p_{\dot{*}}j(u)(g(i, u,j)+\alpha J(j))$ ,
(2.3)





$J^{*}$ , $\alpha\in[0,1$ ) , $\alpha=1$ A8-
sumption 2.1 , $T_{\mu},$ $T$
. $T_{\mu}\cdot J^{*}=TJ^{*}$




\mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$} . $\Pi_{S}$
.
$\lambda$- $(0\leq\lambda<1)$ :
1. $(J_{0},\mu 0),$ $J_{0}\in R^{n},\mu 0\in\Pi_{S}$ .
2. $k(\geq 0)$ $(J_{k},\mu_{k})$ .
(a) T\mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}*+l=TJ $\mu k+1\in\Pi_{S}$ .
(b) $J_{k+1}:=J_{k}+\Delta_{k}$
$\Delta_{k}=(\Delta_{k}(1), \Delta_{k}(2),$ $\cdots\Delta_{k}(n))\in \mathbb{R}$,
$\Delta_{k}(i)=$


















( ) (Stochastic aPprnimation, stochastic











$w_{t}=(w_{t}(1), w_{t}(2),$ $\cdots,$ $w_{t}(n))\in R^{n}$ ran-
dom vector ,\gamma t(i) .
2 martingale
.
$Th\infty rem3.1$ (Contractive case, p.166, 157). $0$
$(a)\sim(c)$ .
(a) $\gamma_{t}(i)\geq 0,$ $\sum_{t\approx 0}^{\infty}\gamma_{t}(i)=\infty,$ $\sum_{t=0}^{\infty}\gamma_{t}^{2}(i)<\infty$
(b) $E[W_{t}(i)|F_{t}]=0$ , $A,B$
$E[W_{t}^{2}(i)|\mathcal{F}_{t}]\leq A+B\Vert r_{t}\Vert^{2}$
$\mathcal{F}_{t}=(r\ell(i),\ell\leq t,$ $W_{\ell}(i),\ell\leq$
$t-1,$ $\gamma\ell(i),\ell\leq t-1,$ $i=1,2,$ $\cdots n$)
(c) $r^{*}\in \mathbb{R}^{n}$ $\beta\in(0,1)$ $||Hr_{t}-r\Vert\leq$
$\beta\Vert r_{t}-r$ |, $\forall t$
, (S.1) $\{r_{\ell}\}$ , $r_{t}$
$tarrow\infty$ $r^{*}$ 1 .
Theorem 3.2. (Monotone case, p.154)
(a) S. 1 (a), (b) .
(b) $(i)\sim(\ddot{u}i)$ .





(iii) $e=(1,1, \cdots 1)\in \mathbb{R}^{n}$ $\eta>0$
$Hr-\eta e\leq H(r-\eta e)\leq H(r+$
$\eta e)\leq r\eta e,$ $(r\in \mathbb{R}^{n})$ .
. $J$“ optimal value hnc-
tion . , Bellman’s equation
.
$J^{*}=\dot{m}nQ^{*}(i, u)u\in U(:)$ (3.5)
$r_{t}$ 1 $r_{t}arrow$
$r’(tarrow\infty)$ .
31, 32 ( 2
terminal state $0$
) .
Optimigtic $TD(O)$ : MDP (7) sample path
$(i_{0}, i_{1}, \cdots\cdots)$ , update equation
.
$J_{\ell+1}(i_{t})=(1-\gamma_{t}(i_{\ell}))J_{t}(i_{t})$
$+\gamma_{t}(i_{\ell})(g(i_{t},\mu(i_{t}),$ $i_{t+1}$ ) $+\alpha J_{t}(i_{t+1}))$
(3.2)
$\mu_{l}IiJ_{t}$ greedy policy , $T_{\mu_{l}}J_{t}=$
$T$ , $i_{t+1}$





$W_{t}(i_{t})=g(i_{t},\mu_{t}(i_{t}),$ $i_{t+1}$ ) $+\alpha J_{t}(i_{t+1})-TJ_{t}(i_{t})$ .
(3.4),(3.5) .
$Q^{*}(i, u)= \sum_{j\in S}p_{*j}(u)(g(i, u,j)+\alpha\min_{v\in U0)}Q^{*}(j,v))$
(3.6)
(3.6)









$+ \gamma(i, u)(g(i,u,j)+\alpha\min_{v\epsilon U(\dot{g})}Q(j,v))$
(3.8)





32 , . $Th\infty rem$ $.$. $\ell$ :
Propositlon 3.1. $\alpha\in(0,1)$ .
(a) $\gamma_{l}(i)\geq 0$, $\sum_{t=0}^{\infty}\gamma_{t}(i)=\infty$ , $\sum_{t=0}^{\infty}\gamma_{t}^{2}(i)<$
(b)samPle $pad\iota(i_{0},i_{1}, \cdots)$
1 .
(a) $\gamma_{t}(i)\geq 0,$ $\sum_{t-0}^{\infty}\gamma_{l}(i)=$ , $\sum_{t-0}^{\infty}\gamma_{t}^{2}(i)<\infty$ ,
(b) Simulated traneition $(i_{t}, u_{t}),$ $(t=0,1,2, \cdots)$




Q-futor value iteration :
value iteration
$Q^{\cdot}(i,u)= \sum_{j\epsilon s}p_{jj}(u)(g(i,u,j)+\alpha J^{\cdot}C))$ (3.4)
,\forall i $\in S,\forall u\in U(i)$ $Q_{t}(i, u)arrow$
$Q^{*}(i,u)$ with $pmkWity1a\epsilon tarrow\infty$
.













, . $D_{k}$ $k$
,
( ) , ,
.
:

































[KonTsi99](|tfj $[KonT\epsilon i03]$ $rn$ ).
MDP
:
: $X$ , :U, :c, $p(y|x, u)$ :
, \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}: .















, mltic $r=(r^{1}, r^{2}, \ldots,r^{m})$ ,













, $k$ , $r_{k},\hat{Z}_{k},$ $\alpha_{k}$ tic











$TD(1)$ critic: $x^{*}$ ,
, , .
$\hat{Z}_{k+1}$ $=\hat{Z}_{k}+\phi_{\theta_{h}}(\hat{X}_{k+1},\hat{U}_{k+1})$ if $\hat{X}_{k+1}\neq x^{*}$
$=\phi o_{h}(\hat{X}_{k+1},\hat{U}_{k+1})$ otherwise









$Th\infty rem5.2$ . : $(a)$ $\sum_{k}\beta_{k}=\sum_{k}\gamma_{k}=$
$\infty$ $(b)$ $\sum_{k}\beta_{k}^{2}<\infty$ , $\sum_{k}\gamma_{k}^{2}<\infty$ $(c)$
$\sum_{k}(\frac{\beta_{k}}{\gamma_{k}})^{d}<\infty jor\exists d>0$ , $\Gamma(r)$
, $TD(l)$
lin $inf|\nabla\overline{\alpha}(\theta)|=0$ , $w$ .p. 1
. $TD(\lambda)c\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} tic$
,\forall \epsilon $>0,$ $\lambda$ 1 ,
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. , 1997 ,

















Pajitnov) Robert Richard Rutherfurd
.
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Step 1. $n=0$ . Update function $J_{n}(\cdot)$
. $i_{0}=i$ .
Step 2. $i_{\mathfrak{n}}$ $J_{\mathfrak{n}}$ ,




$(\ddot{u})$ yaedy action $\mu_{n}(i_{\mathfrak{n}})$
$i_{n+1}$ $:=$ $j$ simulation
.(in+l\leftarrow j)
(iii) $J_{n+1}(\cdot)$ .
$J_{n+1}(i)=\{\begin{array}{ll}J_{n}(i), (i\neq i_{n})J_{n}(i) \gamma_{n}(r(i,\mu_{n}(i))+\alpha J_{n} i_{n+1})-J_{\hslash}(i)), (i=i_{n})\end{array}$
Step 3. $n$ $n+1$ Step 2 .










, 1 MDP .
$S=\{1,2,3\}$ ,
$U(1)=\{1,2,3\},$ $U(2)=\{1,2,3\},$ $U(3)=\{1,2\}$
. $P:j(u)$ , $r(i, u)$ in$m\triangleright$
diate reward .
( dHorK\mbox{\boldmath $\varpi$}aO71 ):
X 1: A numerical example
8.2
$\alpha=$ 0.999 , Optimistic
TD(0)- update function $J_{n}$
4 . stek
size parameter $\gamma_{n}(i)$ $(i)\gamma_{\hslash}(i)\geqq 0$ ,
41
$( ii)\sum_{n=0}^{\infty}\gamma_{n}(i)=\infty,$ $( iii)\sum_{n=0}^{\infty}\gamma_{\mathfrak{n}}(i)^{2}<\infty$
, $\gamma_{n}(i)=1/n$
,






( 4). , $\gamma_{n}(i)=1/([h_{n}(i)/SP]+$









optimal value( ) $J_{n}^{*}(1)=$













$0$ 1/0 $1/S$ 1/2 2/$ $s/0$ $1_{x(5x10)}$
number of stepa
ou 4: Numerical example $(\alpha=0.999)$
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(a) (b)
pa 5: Trajectories of $J_{n}(\cdot)$ with $\gamma_{n}(i)=\gamma_{n}$ ($u\epsilon ing$ optimistic TD(0)(a) and updating with $MLE(b)$ )
(a) (b)



















operat g coet $E_{a_{\hslash}-2}$
$p_{a_{\hslash}-2}$ $a_{n}-1$
$1-Pa_{\mathfrak{n}}-2$ 40’ \iota .
MDP $(S, A, (p:j(a)), (r(i, a)))$
.
$S=\{0,1,2, \ldots , 40\}$ : state space
$A=\{1,2,3, \ldots,41\}$ ; action space
$p_{ij}(a)$ : transition prob. $r(i,a)$ : immediate reward
if $a=1$ (keep the present car),
$p_{1j}(a)=\{\begin{array}{ll}p:, j=i+1(p_{1} : survival prob.)1-p_{1}, j=400, other state j\end{array}$
$r(i, a)=-E_{1}$ (operating eost)
43
if $a>1$ (buy a car of age $0\leqq a-2\leqq 39$),
$p:j(a)=\{\begin{array}{ll}p_{a-2}, j=a-11-p_{a-2}, j=400, other state j\end{array}$
$r(i,a)=T_{1}-C_{a-2}-E_{a-2}$
$=(nde- i\mathfrak{n}vd_{lC})-(bu\dot{m}ngco\epsilon t)-$ ( $0\mu m\hslash ng$ cost)
$C_{j},$ $T_{1},$ $E_{l}$ 2 . , Howard
3(average oeae)
4$(di_{8}count oe =0.97)$ . 12
12 $(a=14)$ , $K$ ’
(Keep the present car,
$a=1)$ .
action $a=1$ ($k_{6}p$ precent car)




Step 1. $n=0$ . Update ction $J_{n}(\cdot)$
. $io=i$ .
Step 2. $i_{n}$ $J_{n}$ ,
(i) y\’ey $J^{olicy(aaion)}$ $\mu_{\hslash}(i_{*})$
$arrax\sum_{\dot{g}\approx 1}p_{*3}(a)(r(i_{n}, a)+\alpha J_{\mathfrak{n}}0))$
$\iota\in At_{*})$
.
$(\ddot{u})$ greedy aaion $\mu_{n}(i_{n})$ $\dot{*}+\iota:=$
$i$ $8imulation$ .(in+l\leftarrow j)
(ih) $J_{+1}(\cdot)$ .
$J_{n+1}(i)=\{\begin{array}{ll}J_{n}(i), (i\neq i_{n})J_{n}(i) \gamma_{*}(:)x(r(t \mu_{n}(i))+\alpha J_{\hslash}(|_{\hslash+1})-J_{\hslash}(i )), (i=\dot{*})\end{array}$













, Jn( $n$ $i$ update
, $[]$ , $h_{\mathfrak{n}}(\cdot)$ $n$





( ) ( )
( 5) 5 ( 6)
. , 2
5 , 24 19’ ,
$u$ 6 ( 24)
, 5 3 ( 17) ”
. , Howrd $di_{8}\infty unt$








X 8: $Optimi_{8}tic$ TD(O) Algorithm with discount . , TD Step
factor $\alpha$ . 2 (i) $(i)’$ .
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SteP 2.
(I) $=$ $n$ $10^{5}$
, $10^{3}$
$\mu_{n}(i_{n})$ $a\in A(i_{n})$









. , ( )
10% 1%
$(a>2)$ . SP $10\infty$ .
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